SPORTS COMMENT

It appears that Tommy Barton has picked up a great little boxer in the person of Tony Czumiez. Tony, in his first season of leather-throwing, has won three of his four bouts. After having lost his first start against Harvard, he has been unbeaten only by his Penn State opponent in an extremely close scrap. In two of his three wins he has scored technical knockouts.

Tony is an erstwhile track man and football player. This season he last but his quarterbacked the Class of '38 football team on Field Day. Up until a comparatively short time ago he was a track team aspirant, since joining the ring game, he has found his niche. Starting from scratch not many weeks ago, having lost with the asset of plenty of gymnastic, Tony has developed a powerful punch and learned many of the first points of the art of boxing. The proof of his progress is to be found in intercollegiate rings during the two years he has left for competition.

Technology Gymnasts Fall Victim To Navy

Yielding every first place, the Technology gymnasts were finally defeated, 37 to 0, by the Naval Academy Saturday afternoon at Annapolis. Tech placed in only three of the six events, with Captain Harper Noddin and Nash Abbott the only Bearers representatives to shone. Strohmaier placed third in the rope climb and second in the rings, while Abbott was third on the stills.

A pretty girl is like a melody—Symphony Emily Orange.